
THE HISTORY OF WINDOWS

Microsoft Windows was announced by Bill Gates on November 10, Microsoft introduced Windows as a graphical user
interface for MS-DOS, which had.

Windows Phone November A mobile operating system for smartphones and mobile devices that serves as the
successor to Microsoft's initial mobile OS platform system, Windows Mobile. Through these two advances,
Windows was now much more stable than before. Still, much of the system had bit code internally which
required, among other things, device drivers to be bit code also. Fortunately, by the time Windows 1. Many
features like the taskbar, borders around Windows get a brand new look. It had a significantly faster boot time,
better power management options for notebook users and also featured multi-touch. Soon, in , Microsoft
released an improved version, Windows 8. Other improvements included the enhancement of various available
apps, changes to the Start screen and a variety of improvements to usability and overall design. Driver support
was lacking due to the increased programming difficulty in dealing with NT's superior hardware abstraction
model. All Windows and DOS-based applications at the time were real mode, running over the protected
mode kernel by using the virtual mode , which was new with the processor. Windows Server R2 debuted in
October  Microsoft released Windows NT 4. Later Microsoft also released Windows 3. Windows 10 The latest
version of windows which is fantastic. One of the biggest changes was the introduction of the Windows Driver
Model for computer components and accessories â€” one driver to support all future versions of Windows.
Microsoft did not change all of the Windows code to bit, parts of it remained bit albeit not directly using real
mode for reasons of compatibility, performance, and development time. Windows Vista, , It takes five years to
lunch windows vista while preparing this website there are many faults, and it comes after the recovery of
such errors, so it takes a long time to lunch in the market. At that everywhere crowds and talks about window 
Windows 3. Likewise, it also supported the older Windows and DOS softwares. Released: Aug. Microsoft
also added easy multitask options. Windows February Often abbreviated as "W2K," Windows is an operating
system for business desktop and laptop systems to run software applications, connect to Internet and intranet
sites, and access files, printers, and network resources. Windows history began in  What is Windows
Operating System? Its API was incompatible with Windows. This version added desktop icons, keyboard
shortcuts and improved graphics support. As well as introducing the Windows AERO look with its more
powerful, more efficient and aesthetic designs, Vista also had a strong focus on security. Version 1. Windows
NT  Subsequent versions introduced greater functionality, including native Windows File Manager, Program
Manager, and Print Manager programs, and a more dynamic interface. Windows 8. Released in September , it
was the consumer-aimed operating system twined with Windows aimed at the enterprise market. Windows 95
also introduced a bit environment, the task bar and focused on multitasking. Windows NT 3. In hindsight,
Cairo was a much more difficult project than Microsoft had anticipated and, as a result, NT and Chicago
would not be unified until Windows XP â€”albeit Windows , oriented to business, had already unified most of
the system's bolts and gears, it was XP that was sold to home consumers like Windows 95 and came to be
viewed as the final unified OS. Versions 2. The first Microsoft Plus! Some companies sold new hard drives
with OSR2 preinstalled officially justifying this as needed due to the hard drive's capacity. It meant Windows
could successfully run more programs at once. These all icon display on the desktop. For the lunch of this OS,
Lenovo gives his big hand with Bill gate to give such output up to  Vista was the first to include DirectX 10
which offered them even better graphics fun than ever before. Windows 3, Windows 3 hides all the old
version of MS-DOS and comes with the program manager, and this becomes the modern windows.


